










BACKGROUND TO THE PROPOSED TRANSACTION 

17. As of November 12, 2009, ACCC and ACI, as selling parties, and HQ Energie 

Inc. (the "HQ Purchaser") entered into an Acquisition Agreement (the 

"MPCo Acquisition Agreement") which provides for the sale of ACCC's 

59.9994% interest in Manicouagan Power Limited Partnership and 60% 

interest in Manicouagan Power General Partner ULC to the HQ Purchaser (the 

"MPCo Transaction"). 

18. As contemplated by paragraph 6.3U) of the MPCo Acquisition Agreement, 

one of the conditions in favour of ACCC and ACI includes the closing of the 

sale to HQTE, on an "as is, where is" basis, of ACCC's right, title and interest 

in and to (i) the six 69 kV transmission lines of ACCC in or near Baie 

Comeau, Quebec, as such are commonly known as lines L1, L2, L3, L4, L9 

and L17 (L17-1 & L17-2) (collectively the "ACCC Transmission Lines"), 

and (ii) the servitudes and leases relating to the lands on which those lines are 

erected, the whole in consideration of the payment by HQTE to ACCC of an 

amount of $1 and the assumption by HQTE of certain liabilities (as described 

in the MPCo Acquisition Agreement) in connection with such property. 

19. ACCC currently owns six (69 kV) transmission lines in the Baie Comeau 

region: (a) L1-L2 ("Lines LI-L2") are used to transmit electricity from MPCo 

to ACCC's Baie Comeau mill and were constructed in 1984; (b) L3-L4 

("Lines L3-L4") are leased to and used by Hydro-Quebec to supply power to 

the city of Baie Comeau and were constructed in 1937; and (c) L9-L17 

("Lines L9-L17") are back-up lines for Hydro-Quebec that are not used by 

ACCC and were also constructed in 1937. Only Lines L1-L2 have an impact 

on ACCC's Baie Comeau mill. 

20. While ACCC owns all of the ACCC Transmission Lines, they are maintained 

by MPCo at a cost of approximately CDN$100,000 per annum, without any 

cost to ACCC. 
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21. Hydro-Quebec pays MPCo CDN$200,000 per year for the use of Lines L3-

L4. 

22. The Baie Comeau mill receives power from MPCo (93 MW) and from Hydro

Quebec (122 MW). The Line losses related to power delivered by MPCo to 

the Baie Comeau mill are assumed by MPCo. Line losses on the 122 MW 

delivered by Hydro-Quebec via Lines LI-L2 are partially assumed by the Baie 

Comeau mill (61MW) and partially assumed by Hydro-Quebec (61MW). 

23. The Monitor understands that costs associated with continuing to own the 

ACCC Transmission Lines subsequent to the MPCo Transaction will include 

the following: 

(i) annual line losses of approximately CDN$I,400,000 on Lines LI-L2; 

(ii) annual maintenance costs on all 6 lines of approximately 

CDN$lOO,OOO, currently absorbed by MPCo, but to be absorbed by 

ACCC following the sale ofMPCo; 

(iii) an investment in sustaining capital expenditures of approximately 

CDN$2,000,000 on Lines LI-L2 needed to comply with up-coming 

regulatory changes expected as early as 2010; 

(iv) approximately CDN$350,000 to decommission Lines L3-L4 due to 

their current condition and age; and 

(v) costs to decommission Lines L9-L17 due to their current condition and 

age, which have not yet been quantified. 

THE SALES PROCESS 

24. ACCC did not undertake a process to market and sell the ACCC Transmission 

Lines to any party other than the Transferee. ACCC has advised the Monitor 

that the potential purchasers in respect of the ACCC Transmission Lines were 

limited due to the required sustaining capital expenditures and 
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decommissioning costs mentioned above and the assumption that potential 

purchasers would view the credit risk associated with ACCC as a deterrent. 

Additionally, the Proposed Transaction is a closing condition in favour of 

ACCC in the MPCo Acquisition Agreement. 

25. Since the issuance of the MPCo Vesting Order by this Honourable Court on 

November 17, 2009, ACCC and HQTE have negotiated the terms and 

conditions of the Hydro Lines Agreement presented in Appendix E. 

26. On December 3, 2009, ACCC and HQTE executed the Hydro Lines 

Agreement. 

27. The Petitioners have advised the Monitor that they expect that the Proposed 

Transaction will close either concurrently with, or shortly after the closing of 

the MPCo Transaction. The Petitioners have advised the Monitor that the 

MPCo Transaction is expected to close on December 9,2009, and that ACCC 

has indicated its intention to waive the condition precedent set forth in 

paragraph 6.3(j) of the MPCo Acquisition Agreement. 

THE HYDRO LINES AGREEMENT 

28. The Hydro Lines Agreement provides for the following: 

(i) transfer of Lines LI-L2 to HQTE for a purchase price of CDN$1; 

(ii) HQTE will assume all future obligations associated with Lines L1-L2 

as of the closing date; 

(iii) certain conditions precedent including the issuance of an approval and 

vesting order with respect to the Proposed Transaction and the closing 

of the MPCo Transaction; 

(iv) the execution of a Real and Perpetual Servitude Agreement (the 

"Servitude Agreement") affecting the property located on ACCC's 

land to allow for the maintenance, operation and upkeep of Lines Ll-
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L2 as well as, if necessary, the construction of a new higher capacity 

electrical transmission line; 

(v) the granting of an option, for the benefit of HQTE, to acquire Lines 

L3-L4 and Lines L9-17 for CDN$1, respectively, as well as an option, 

for the benefit of HQTE, to acquire a right of ownership on all or part 

of the land constituting the servitude of right-of-way as provided for in 

the Servitude Agreement and all of the land constituting the right-of

way for Lines L3-L4 and Lines L9-L17. These purchase options are 

irrevocable for a period of 120 days from the closing of the transfer of 

Lines L1-L2, during which time HQTE will perform and complete its 

due diligence. HQTE, at its sole discretion, can exercise its option to 

acquire anyone or more of Lines L3-L4 and Lines L9-L17 on the 

same terms and conditions that apply to Lines L1-L2 in accordance 

with the Hydro Lines Agreement; 

(vi) the execution of a Transitional Operating Agreement under which 

HQTE shall assume all costs and obligations arising from the 

operation, maintenance and upgrade of Lines L3-L4 and Lines L9-L17 

from the date of closing of the transfer of Lines L1-L2 to the earlier of 

i) the closing of the transfer of Lines L3-L4 and Lines L9-L17 

respectively or ii) HQTE implementing a permanent solution with 

respect to Lines L3-L4 and Lines L9-L17. Lines L1-L2 will be subject 

to the Transitional Operating Agreements from the closing of the 

MPCo Transaction to the closing of the transfer of Lines L1-L2; 

(vii) the termination of existing agreements related to Lines L1-L2 as well 

as, where applicable, existing agreements pertaining to Lines L3-L4 

and Lines L9-L17 entered into by ACCC and/or MPCo; 

(viii) subject to exceptions to the absence of warranty (as defined in the 

Hydro Lines Agreement), the Monitor understands that HQTE is 

acquiring Lines L1-L2 in their current state and condition, at its own 
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risk and peril, without representations or warranty of any kind, 

conventional or legal, and strictly on an "as is, where is" basis without 

remedy against ACCC or any member of its group, its officers, 

directors, associates, shareholders, agents, contractors, employees or 

legal and professional advisors. The agreement provides that the 

vendor shall remain liable for all rights and recourses resulting from 

the personal fault (fait personnel) of the vendor. This liability is 

specifically provided for in Article 1732 Civil Code (Quebec). The 

Monitor considers it unusual for a sale agreement in this context to 

include a liability which is specifically provided for in the Civil Code. 

In the Monitor's view, the inclusion ofthis liability is redundant. 

(ix) HQTE acknowledges that is has been made aware of the irregularities 

affecting the titles of ownership on the lands on which Lines L1-L2 are 

located and agrees that ACCC shall not be held liable to correct any 

defect of title related to the property rights arising from the property 

and that, in this regard, HQTE shall not have the right to seek any 

remedy against the parties related to ACCC; 

(x) ACCC's indemnification obligation in favour of HQTE under the 

Hydro Lines Agreement is limited to CDN$500,000; and 

(xi) notwithstanding the above, the Hydro Lines Agreement includes 

certain limited representations and warranties including that: ACCC 

has all the powers and capacity required to enter into the Hydro Lines 

Agreement, ACCC is the owner of the property subject to the Hydro 

Lines Agreement and ACCC shall have paid all outstanding property 

taxes and transfer fees with respect to the transfer of the ACCC 

Transmission Lines. 
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THE MONITOR'S VIEW 

29. Based on the its discussions with ACCC management and its understanding of 

the MPCo Acquisition Agreement, the Monitor is of the view that: 

(i) approval of the Proposed Transaction would enable ACCC to avoid: 

(a) annual line losses of approximately CDN$1,400,000 on Lines 

LI-L2; 

(b) annual maintenance costs of approximately CDN$l 00,000 on 

the ACCC Transmission Lines, currently absorbed by MPCo, 

but to be absorbed by ACCC following the sale ofMPCo ; 

(c) an investment in sustaining capital expenditures of 

approximately CDN$2,000,000 needed to comply with up

coming regulatory changes on Lines LI-L2 expected as early 

as 2010; 

(d) approximately CDN$350,000 to decommission Lines L3-L4 

due to their current condition and age; and 

(e) costs to decommission lines L9-L 17 due to their current 

condition and age, which have not yet been quantified; 

(ii) it was reasonable for ACCC to negotiate the transfer of the ACCC 

Transmission Lines as a condition precedent in the MPCo Acquisition 

Agreement given the avoidance of annual line losses, annual 

maintenance costs, investments in sustaining capital expenditures and 

decommissioning costs; 

(iii) as in the case of the MPCo Transaction, it is likely that the market for 

the ACCC Transmission Lines is limited to HQTE. Lines LI-L2 are 

dedicated lines used to deliver power to the Baie Comeau mill. A 

purchaser for Lines LI-L2 would implicitly assume the operating and 
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market risks associated with the continued operation of the Baie 

Comeau mill; 

(iv) Lines L3-L4 and Lines L9-L17 are not currently used by ACCC; 

(v) revenue derived from leasing Lines L3-L4 to Hydro-Quebec to deliver 

power to the City of Baie Comeau (i.e. CDN$200,000 per annum) is 

not significant to ACCC, especially considering the costs that ACCC 

will incur if it retains the ACCC Transition Lines, as noted previously; 

(vi) following the closing of the MPCo Transaction, ACCC will no longer 

have access to the human and technical resources of MPCo to ensure 

the maintenance and repair of the ACCC Transmission Lines; and 

(vii) the indemnification provisions, although unusual in an "as is, where 

is" transaction involving a debtor company in CCAA proceedings, 

ought to be considered in the context of the larger MPCo Transaction 

and the proceeds to be derived therefrom. 

RECOMMENDATION 

30. Based on the foregoing, the Monitor recommends that this Honourable Court 

grant the Petitioners' Motion for: 

(i) an order declaring that ACCC is authorized to enter into the Hydro 

Lines Agreement by and between ACCC, as transferor, and HQTE, as 

transferee; and 

(ii) the issuance of a vesting order III connection with the Proposed 

Transaction. 
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